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SLOTS DIFFER

Please reach out to our support team if you need 
any assistance along the way!

We’re Here to Help

Assembly Instructions
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Place Left Side      on carpeted floor with slots facing up. 
Place tabs of Back  C  into corresponding slots and use 
your weight to pop tabs into place. Then stand up the 
parts and push down on Back  C  to lock into place. 

A rubber mallet or a hammer used with a cu�ing board 
can help align pieces. 
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Recommended

Begin Assembly
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OR

Rubber Mallet
(not included)

Hammer with scrap wood
or cutting board (not included)

2 Place Side  B  on carpet and insert Back  C  tabs into slots. 
Stand up the assembly and push down on Back  C   to lock 
into place. Back will be below-flush with Sides when 
fully locked.
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Spread Sides just enough to insert Ladder  E  . Push Sides 
together, popping tabs on Ladder  E  into slots on Sides. 
Ensure Ladder is flush (no gaps) with Sides before moving 
on to the next step.    
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Spread Sides apart to insert tabs on Platform  D  into slots 
on Back  C  at desired height. Push Sides together to   
catch tabs on Platform  D  in slots on Sides.  

These are general recommendations. Observe how your child 
uses their tower and adjust the height to meet their needs.
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Please note that the dowel must be securely locked into 
place if you are using the Guard Plate or if you are 
concerned about your child falling backward during use.

5 Doing one side at a time, slowly step on Ladder  E  to lock it 
into place. Ladder should be almost flush with floor when 
fully locked.

Insert Guard Plate  G  for children under 32” tall. Then 
slide Dowel  F  into hole from side. Twist Dowel  F  while 
pushing down to lock into place. 
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Twist while pulling up on Dowel  F  to pop it out of place. 
Slide Dowel  F  out of holes to remove. Flex Sides  A  &  B  
apart slightly to remove Guardplate  G .
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Turn the Tower upside down. Push down on the frame of 
Ladder  E  to release it. Gently flex Sides apart to remove 
Ladder  E  and Platform  D .
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With a book under each Side, place front legs of tower 
against a wall. Doing one side at a time, push near the 
middle of Back  C  with your knees while using your 
weight to push Back down to unlock and release. Ensure 
tabs are fully released before popping Sides o� Back.
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For Disassembly
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The Toddler Tower has been designed and refined to 
maximize safety. Below are some safety tips and 
recommendations you should consider:

Safety Information

Do not allow children to climb on the sides, 
intentionally rock the tower, or climb up 
through the top onto other surfaces. 

As a general rule, if your child’s belly bu�on is 
above the top of the tower’s sides, you should 
lower the standing platform.

On the highest se�ing, we encourage you to 
use the guard plate along with the dowel. The 
dowel can be removed when you are no 
longer concerned that your child will fall 
backwards out of the tower during use.

The tower should be used on a firm and flat 
surface. Avoid using the tower on carpet.

Children should never use the tower without 
adult supervision. This will enable you to step 
in if your child is misusing the Toddler Tower.
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